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Density functional calculations of the total energy have been used to determine minimum energy
structures for YH3. Small, symmetry lowering displacements of the hydrogen atoms lead to a structure
with an energy which is lower than that of any other structure considered so far and the opening
of a large band gap sufficient to explain the recently observed metal-insulator transition in the YHx

system. [S0031-9007(97)02331-4]

PACS numbers: 71.15.Pd, 61.66.–f, 71.30.+h, 71.55.Ak
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There has recently been a breakthrough in the pre
ration and study of the physical properties of rare-ear
hydrides [1]. By depositing thin films (,500 nm) of
rare-earth metals on a transparent substrate and coa
them with an optically thin protective layer of palladium
through which hydrogen could diffuse, it was possible
observe a metal-insulator transition as a function of t
H concentration optically as well as in electrical transpo
measurements. The transition could be cycled repeate
without any apparent deterioration of the sample.

For 2 , x , 3 Huibertset al. [1] interpreted their ex-
tensive optical and electrical measurements on YHx in
terms of a cubic dihydrideb phase and of a hexagona
trihydrideg phase. In the cubic YH2 phase the two tetra-
hedral sites in the fcc Y lattice are (nominally) occupie
and the octahedral sites unoccupied. This phase is q
well characterized from measurements on bulk samp
and is metallic with a conductivity which is about a facto
of 5 higher than that of yttrium metal. There have bee
detailed experimental studies of the optical properties [
which could be interpreted in terms of conventional, se
consistently calculated one-electron band structures [
For x . 2 the octahedral sites are believed to becom
randomly occupied until the trihydride phase is nucleat
whenx exceeds 2.09 [4]. The properties of the hexagon
YH3 phase were not well known until now because bu
samples disintegrate whenx approaches three. To explain
their measurements, Huibertset al. required the hexagonal
YH3 phase to have a band gap of 1.8 eV and, for subs
ichiometric trihydrides YH32d, shallow donor states were
assumed to be formed about0.4 eV below the conduction
band edge. This picture was supported by Hall measu
ments, a negative temperature coefficient of the electri
resistivity sdrydTd, and the dependence of the resistivit
on d [1,5]. The metal-insulator transition in YHx occurs
on going from the cubicb phase to the hexagonalg phase.
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A number of electronic structure calculations have bee
performed for YH3. In the most recent work [6,7] based
on the HoD3 structure derived from neutron scattering
experiments [8–10], it was concluded that YH3 should
be metallic which is in disagreement with Huiberts
interpretation of his experiments. To reconcile thes
contradictory results, strong correlation effects have be
invoked [1,7,11]. In this Letter we use Car-Parrinello
calculations to determine minimum energy structures f
hexagonal YH3 [12]. We show that although YH3 is
metallic in the high symmetry HoD3 structure, there exists
a broken symmetry structure with a significant band ga
whose energy is lower than that of the HoD3 structure.
This result suggests that correlations may be no mo
important in YH3 than in a conventional semiconducto
such as Si and may be treated perturbatively [13].

Our calculations were carried out within the local den
sity approximation (LDA) for exchange and correlation
[14]. The valence electron wave functions were ex
panded in a plane wave basis and soft [15] fully sep
rable [16] norm-conserving pseudopotentials were us
to describe the interaction of the valence electrons wi
the Y core. The Y4p states were included in the core
and nonlinear core corrections were made in the trea
ment of the exchange-correlation potential [17]. The Y
pseudopotential includedp and d nonlocal terms; thes
component was chosen as the reference potential. T
H pseudopotential includeds nonlocality. The calcula-
tions were carried out with a tripled unit cell containing
6 Y and 18 H atoms and the corresponding full Brillouin
zone (BZ) was sampled using 72 Chadi-Cohen points a
a broadening parameter of 0.1 eV [18]. A plane wave k
netic energy cutoff of 30 Ry was used for most of th
calculations. All important results were repeated using
40 Ry cutoff, 0.01 eV broadening parameter, and 432k-
points in the full BZ. We were able to reproduce in
© 1997 The American Physical Society 1315
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detail the results of Wang and Chou [7,19] for elemen
Y and for hexagonal YH3.

A convenient starting point for our discussion is the ide
high symmetry structure of Y2H6 where the Y atoms form
an hcp lattice and the H atoms occupy the two octahe
and four tetrahedral sites. This structure is unstable w
respect to the formation of the LaF3 structure where the
octahedral atoms move vertically bycy4 into the metal
plane and the tetrahedral atoms are shifted away from
We find an energy gain of 965 meV per YH3. The energy
of the LaF3 structure can be further lowered [7] by a Peie
distortion which results in the HoD3 structure in which the
unit cell in the basal plane is tripled in size as indicat
by neutron powder diffraction studies [8–10]. The HoD3

structure calculated by energy minimization is sho
schematically in Fig. 1(a) in a representation in which t
unit cell is divided into 6 layers perpendicular to thez
axis at zyc , 60.09, 60.25, and 60.41. The structure
in Fig. 1(a) has inversion symmetry about the orig
threefold rotation symmetry about thez axis through the
origin, and the left- and right-hand panels of Fig. 1(a) a
related by a glide plane. In each of the planes atzyc 
60.25 there are 3 Y atoms per unit cell and, close to
in the plane, 3 “metal-plane” H atoms (Hmp). The Hmp

atom atx, y  s0, 0d remains in the metal plane while th
other twoHmp atoms are displaced byzyc , 0.07 above
and below the metal plane, respectively. The tetrahe
H atoms (Htet) in the adjacent planes (atzyc , 60.25 6

0.16) accommodate the displacements of theHmp by
relaxing towards the vertical displacement axis of tho
Hmp which move vertically away. In addition to this radia
relaxation theHtet triplets also undergo a rotation abo
the vertical displacement axes. To avoid steric hindran
triplets ofHtet atoms in neighboring planes which share
rotation axis rotate in the same direction. The net gain
energy is 220 meV perY6H18.

The energy bands calculated for the structure
Fig. 1(a) are shown in Fig. 2(a). The system is found
be metallic with two Fermi surface sheets in agreem
with earlier work [6,7]. There is an electron band and
hole band, both with large dispersions alongGK , GM,
andGA. The electron band has mainly Ydxz,yz charac-
ter, the hole band mostlyHtet s character. AtG the hole
band lies 1.1 eV above the electron band and alongGK,
GM, and GA the two bands can be classified as be
either even or odd with respect to glide or glide-inversi
symmetry [20]. The two bands have different symmetr
and thus cross close to the Fermi level alongGM andGA
but not alongGK where, however, the interaction is ve
small. The symmetry of the partly filled bands is su
that they can interact when the glide symmetry is brok
(but not when only the inversion symmetry is broken
Because the degeneracies occur so close to the F
level, the electronic energy can be lowered by break
the symmetry and opening a gap.

The structure shown in Fig. 1(b) which we obtained
allowing the atoms to relax (from a number of differe
1316
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starting configurations) has an energy which is 70 me
per unit cell lower than that of the HoD3 structure. The
threefold rotation symmetry is found to be conserved b
both the inversion and glide symmetries have been brok
leading to the opening of a large gap in the band structu
shown in Fig. 2(b). The valence band maximum an
conduction band minimum are found alongGA andGM,
respectively, but the indirect band gap of0.75 eV differs
only slightly from the direct gap of0.8 eV alongGM. It
is well known that the LDA underestimates the size o
the fundamental band gap (e.g., by 0.65 eV for Si), an
we expect a substantial enhancement of the LDA gap f
YH3 when the self-energy is accounted for, e.g., in th
GW approximation [13,21,22]. The symmetry breaking
can be reversed by applying hydrostatic pressure where
the volume available to the H atoms decreases un
eventually the glide symmetry is restored and the LD
band gap closes. This occurs when the volume is reduc
to about85% of the calculated equilibrium volume. (The
calculated equilibrium volume andcya ratio are within
2 and 1%, respectively, of the experimentally measure
values.)

In the structure of Fig. 1(b) there are no longer an
metal-plane hydrogen atoms actually in the metal plan
but there is still oneHmp at approximately0.07c above
and below each metal plane. TheHtet’s in the adjacent
planes take advantage of these displacements to re
inwards towards the vertical displacement axis as
the HoD3 structure. The remainingHmp atom is found
approximately0.03c above the metal plane, and there i
a small displacement of the three neighboring Y atom
away from it. The pattern ofHmp displacements shown
in Fig. 1(b) results in steric hindrance of the rotationa
displacements ofHtet’s in adjacent planes. Because o
the symmetry breaking, a single crystal with this structur
will be either left handed or right handed, and a collectio
of crystals prepared at random will contain equal amoun
of each. As a result it may not be possible to observe t
symmetry breaking even in a careful powder diffractio
experiment such as that published recently by Udov
et al. [10]. We believe that the structure illustrated in
Fig. 1(b) provides a natural explanation for the larg
anisotropic temperature factors found in the refinement
the HoD3 structure (or for the large occupancy ofm0 sites
in models III, IV, and V of Ref. [10]).

In general, a measurement of the optical transmissi
coefficient is not enough to determine the size and n
ture of the fundamental band gap. Because the stren
of optical transitions can be so strongly influenced b
the matrix elements connecting initial and final states, w
have calculated matrix elements for electric dipole tran
sitions between occupied and unoccupied states for bo
the metallic and insulating structures of Fig. 2. In agree
ment with independent calculations by Chou and Wan
[23] for the metallic HoD3 structure, we find very small
matrix elements for optical transitions between band
18 and 19 alongGK , GM, and GA. The hybridization
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FIG. 1. Schematic drawings of (a) the HoD3 structure and (b) of the lowest energy structure found, in a representation in wh
the unit cell is divided into six layers perpendicular to thez axis atzyc , 60.09, 60.25, and 60.41. The large arrows are the
primitive lattice vectors and a hexagonal Wigner-Seitz cell is indicated by dashed lines. A reference grid is shown for conve
The glide plane consists of reflection in the plane which contains the heavy dashed line shown in the top left-hand pan
the z axis, followed by a translation ofcy2 along thez axis. The large grey circles in thezyc , 60.25 planes represent the Y
atoms, the smaller circlesHmp atoms. Shading indicates displacement of theHmp atoms relative to the yttrium atom plane. The
white (black) atoms are displaced upward (downward) byzyc , 0.07. In (a) the grey atoms are in the metal planes, in (b) the
are ,0.03c above the metal plane. The horizontal displacements of theHtet atoms in planes separated from the metal plane b
60.16c are shown as arrows; the displacements are exaggerated by a factor of 5 to make them better visible. The small ho
displacements of the yttrium atoms in (b) are exaggerated by a factor of 25.
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associated with the symmetry lowering in Fig. 1(b) re
sults in an increase in the oscillator strength betwe
bands 18 and 19 by more than 2 orders of magnitud
We conclude that in both cases, an optical gap of
least 0.8 eV (LDA gap; substantially larger when cor
rected for self-energy effects) will be observed whe
measurements are performed for very thin samples as
Ref. [1].
ds
FIG. 2. (a) Energy bands of YH3 for (a) the HoD3 structure and (b) for the minimum energy structure. In (a) the parities of ban
18 and 19 are indicated and the irreducible representations according to which a number of states transform are given atG.
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The strongest evidence for the occurrence of a me
insulator transition therefore comes from electrical tran
port measurements [5]. Unfortunately, the size of the g
could not be extracted reliably from experiment. From o
calculations we find that the energy gained by opening
large gap is quite small because the density of states
the Fermi energy in Fig. 2(a) is so low. This raises th
interesting question of the influence of temperature (a
1317
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zero-point motion) on the calculated energy gap. In ord
to estimate the atomic displacements needed to close
band gap and the associated formation energies we h
studied a large number of configurations with H atoms d
placed from their equilibrium positions. Our findings ca
be summarized as follows: metallic configurations invol
ing the displacement of only a small number of H atom
have large formation energies (of order 0.5 eV); meta
lic configurations with low formation energies (of orde
0.1 eV) involve large numbers of H atoms displaced in
correlated fashion. Since the motion of the H atoms
room temperature may be expected to be uncorrelated,
statistical weight of the metallic state can be expected
be very small even though the energy required to rea
the metallic state is relatively low [24]. In order to mak
a more reliable estimate of the time spent in the meta
state at room temperature, we are studying the tempe
ture dependence of the band gap usingab initio molecular
dynamics for YH3. Experimentally, it is of the utmost im-
portance to determine the size of the single-particle ene
gap by, e.g., photoemission and inverse photoemission

In conclusion, we have performed local density a
proximation calculations for hexagonal YH3 and found
a structure with a large band gap and a lower ener
than any previously reported structure. We suggest t
the small hydrogen displacements which lower the sy
metry and give rise to a gap may have been overlook
in the past or interpreted in terms of disorder or larg
temperature factors. We propose that similar distortio
may occur in other hydrogen metal systems and play
similarly important role there.

The authors wish to thank J. N. Huiberts, R. Griesse
M. Kremers, P. A. Duine, L. F. Feiner, M. Ouwerkerk, an
P. van der Sluis for numerous discussions.
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